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I will deal with this objection in my article on " Hinduism and Its
Strength1.55 It is enough, for the present, to say that, if the use of
symbols to explain truths, which cannot otherwise be grasped, be
hypocrisy, we must bid farewell to all the methods of teaching adopted
in schools to convey abstract notions to youthful minds. For instance,
m teaching geometry : though a point has no magnitude and a line is a
length without breadth, the teacher has to employ diagrams, which
are singularly devoid of these characteristics, to make geometrical
truths intelligible to his pupils.
If these critics think that Christian Churches have done well in
trampling down and destroying the lower worships, instead of explain-
ing them, and in insisting iipon one uniform standard, irrespective
of wh.eth.er it is suited to men of every grade of culture, we venture
to say that in India we tliink differently. If we provide food to human
beings according to their physical capacity to digest it, if we regulate
the education of the people according to their intellectual capacities
and needs, it is obvious that we ought to observe the same law m respect
of their religions and spiritual culture.2
Hinduism makes its abstract religious conceptions popular by means
of symbols, pictures and images, never forgetting at the same time
to impress the truth that these are but symbols and pzctures, and that
the various beliefs and, worships and divinities are but manifestations
of Brahma—the only Eternal Verity in the Universe. So that, when
a Hindu worships his divinity by symbols, pictures or images, he
does not worship the symbol, picture or image, but the metaphysical
verity underlying it, all these being but manifestations of that Eternal
Verity.
We are here reading no modem thought into an ancient conception,
for even before the advent of the British into India, the great Maratha
Saint and Poet.Tu.kar am expressed the very same idea in clear and
beautiful language in one of his abhangas. He says :—
<e 1 made an earthen image of Shiva,
But the earth, is not Shiva;
My worship reaches Shim,
The earth remains the earth, it was.
1 Unfortunately the author did not     2 See this same  idea in Hibbert
live to write this article as here intended.   Journal for 1S06, pp. 747, 854 and 856.

